September 29 th , Hitler told Alfred Rosenberg that all Jews, including those from the Reich, would be settled in this newly acquired territory. Central Poland west of the Vistula would be an area of Polish resettlement. Ethnic Germans repatriated from the Soviet sphere would be settled in western Polish territories incorporated into the Third Reich.
By the end of September 1939, Himmler had proposed and Hitler had approved a grandiose program of demographic engineering based on racial principles that would uproot millions of people. These policies were fully consonant with Hitler's underlying ideological assumptions: a need for Lebensraum in the east, a contempt for the Slavic populations of eastern Europe, and a determination to rid the expanding German Reich of Jews. These policies were very much in tune with widely held views and hopes in much of German society. There was no shortage of those who now eagerly sought to contribute to this historic opportunity for a triumph of German racial imperialism. The broad support in the east was one foundation upon which the future consensus for mass murder of the Jews would be built. It is certain that its execution will involve a tremendous amount of work whose success can only be guaranteed through the most painstaking preparations. This will extend to the work preceding the wholesale deportation of the Jews as well as to the planning to the last detail of a settlement action in the territory yet to be determined. 17 That Heydrich had indeed prepared and submitted a plan to Goering is confirmed in a meeting of the two on March 26, 1941:
Concerning the solution to the Jewish question, I reported briefly to the Reichsmarshall and submitted my draft to him, which he approved with one amendment concerning the jurisdiction of Rosenberg and ordered to be resubmitted.
The reference to Rosenberg's jurisdiction -he was soon to be designated the future minister of the occupied Soviet territories -indicates once again that the proverbial territory yet to be determined was the Soviet Union. 18 The documentation for this last plan for expelling Jews into the Soviet Union is quite fragmentary and elusive in comparison to the Lublin and Madagascar Plans. This was due in part to the need to preserve secrecy concerning the identity of the "territory yet to be determined." And perhaps it was also because the Nazi leadership was caught up in the immediate preparations for Operation Babarossa. But perhaps it was also because their hearts were no longer in it -that in the minds of Hitler, Himmler, and Heydrich the notion was beginning to take shape of another possibility in the future, if all went well with the imminent military campaign.
Hitler's declarations that the war against the Soviet Union would not be a conventional war but rather a conflict of ideologies and races and that one avowed war aim was the "removal" 
